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Abstract
One of the most important features
in a digital library is the information
retrieval system. Giving semantic
search capability to such system is
the goal of research in current decade.
Semantic search requires establishing
knowledge enabled by intelligent
inferences based on an ontology.
There is currently no ontology for the
Persian language. Since the creation
of an ontology from scratch is time
consuming it was decided to reengineer
a current thesaurus in the Persian
language named ASFA to create the
ontology using an automatic ontology
learning methods. This methodology is
proposed in this paper. This ontology
will be used to organize contents in
digital library of the National Library
of Iran.
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1. Introduction
Traditional information retrieval
(IR) systems which are extensively
used in digital library systems, suffer
from some shortcomings. These
shortcomings are mainly due to two
basic reasons. First, an information
retrieval system cannot understand the
exact intention of users and second, the
system cannot understand the content
of documents. In fact each keyword in a
document and also in a user query may
have several meanings. Therefore, just
measuring the surface similarity of a
document and the user’s query cannot
produce the best results.
To mitigate these shortcomings,
some extensions have been added to
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traditional IR systems. Some of these
extensions are based on using semantic
properties of terms like relationships
between them. A very common
approach to ﬁnd related terms is by
using thesauri. A Thesaurus represents
the knowledge of a domain with a
collection of terms and a limited set of
relations between them. Thesauri have
been extensively used in IR system in
last 2 decades.
However, there are shortcomings
even with thesaurus. The main problem
with thesaurus is the limitation over
relation set. This sometime hides actual
relations and makes ambiguous relations
between terms. These ambiguous
relations cause problems when using
new intelligent applications, which
need inferences. Another problem is
the low usability in computer-based
systems due to the lack of a standard
representation format for them.
The ontology as a new means of
representing knowledge, has received a
lot of attention in recent decade. Unlike
thesaurus, ontology has a non-limited
set of relations between concepts and
represents the explicit knowledge of
a domain. Also, there are standards
in computer society for representing
them and these standards make them
inherently usable for machines.

Ontology provides an in-depth solution
for considering the semantic features
of documents in retrieval systems.
Using ontology, documents could be
semantically tagged and these tags
remove ambiguities of terms. This
helps the user to be able to ﬁnd more
precisely his/her desired content. Also,
ontology provides the infrastructure for
an intelligent retrieval system. These
systems like Question Answering
systems require inference mechanisms,
which ontology fully supports.
There are many ontologies at
different levels of generality in
the English language. However,
no Persian ontology can be found.
National Library of Iran which is a
pioneer in this ﬁeld is creating the ﬁrst
Persian ontology. It would be applied
in National Digital Library of Iran for
knowledge organization.
Creating the ontology from scratch
would take a long time to complete
and when it is completed it would
probably be out of date. However, one
of the solutions to reduce development
time is to use previously available
rich knowledge representations such
as thesaurus and transforming that to
ontology. In our case, the ontology
will be based on a previous thesaurus,
named ASFA.

on international standards in thesauri
building. The National Library of Iran
has been using ASFA for indexing
textual and non-textual materials. So
far about 400,000 articles and 192,100
non-textual materials are indexed using
ASFA (12).
We are working on one of domains
in ASFA, which is the ﬁeld of Library
and Information Science (LIS). This
work will then expand to other domains.
The LIS domain contains about 800
terms and the terms are linked with
BT, NT, RT, UF and USE to indicate
the relationships. ASFA as a thesaurus
has intrinsic problems (15) and these
problems are as follows.
(a) Limited Semantic Coverage
The number of relationships between
terms in ASFA is limited to a set of few
relations. Therefore, these relationships
cannot cover most real relations
between concepts. On the other hand
ontology requires explicit relations
between concepts. The relationship
A in Table 1 shows an example of
such problem. “Amoozesh-e-Elme
Ketabdary va Ettela’-Resani” (Library
and Information Science Training) and
“Daneshkad-e-Ketabdari va Ettela’Resani”(LibraryandInformationScience
School) are two concepts in ASFA,
which are assigned RT relationship. In
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In this paper we describe our
methodology in reengineering the
ASFA thesaurus to an ontology. This
project is still in its initial stages and
therefore no experimental result could
be provided. However, the methodology
has some added value in comparison
with works already done in this ﬁeld.
The added value of our work is two
fold. First, there is no known ontology
in the Persian language, and second,
we use the idea of using ontology
learning methods from a corpus of text
materials where such works could not
be found.
This paper is organized in accordance
to the following sub-sections; (a)
description of current thesaurus
(ASFA); (b) the methodology in detail;
and (c) reviews of related works and
the conclusion.
2. The speciﬁcations of ASFA
ASFA (The Persian Cultural
Thesaurus) is one of the most important
resources for organizing bibliographical
resources in the Persian language. Initial
works on constructing this thesaurus
began in 1991. After 4 years the initial
work on the project was completed and
the ﬁrst edition released and now it is
in its third edition. It contains domain
speciﬁc terms from several domains.
Also the structure of ASFA is based
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fact the real relation between them is
a <provide> relationship. An ontology
needs to indicate clear relationships
between terms to provide background
knowledge for intelligent inferences in
the new semantic retrieval methods.
(b) Lack of Consistency
Another major problem with
thesaurus is the lack of consistency in
applying relations. The relationships,
B and C in Table 1 show how using
NT relationship in two cases is
inconsistent. In the ﬁrst case, the
relationship
between
"TajhizateKetabkhane" (Library’s Equipment)
and "Sandali" (Chair) is described
with NT relationship. However the

exact relation between these two
concepts is the <part-of> relation. But
in the second one, NT relation between
"Khadamate-e-Etelaresani" (Library’s
Information Services) and “Amanat”
(Loan) is used to show <SubclassOf>
relationship. This kind of ambiguity
makes it hard to use thesauruses in
machine speciﬁc applications.
(c) Lack of a Standard Machine
Readable Formats
Sharing knowledge is a goal of
knowledge representation systems.
Human can read two thesauri with
unfamiliar formats and understand
both of them but machines can just
process predeﬁned formats. For new
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applications in the Internet where
multiple software agents have to
share their knowledge, this predeﬁned
format plays a critical role. Thesauri
have no such a standard format. On
the other hand many works in W3C
have been done to standardize ontology
representations and RDF and OWL are
outcomes of these works.
3. Ontology Construction
Methodology
As we mentioned before, there
have been several works so far on
transforming thesaurus into ontology.
But our approach is more similar to
what is proposed by Asanee (1). The
architecture of the system is shown in
Figure 1. In this architecture, the process
will be done in three steps. The ﬁrst step

is to prepare the structure of ontology
and this is followed by deﬁning the
rules for automatic reﬁnements. The
second step is to automatically reﬁne
this mapped ontology. The goal of
reﬁnement is to clarify relationships
between concepts. This job will be
done through some steps which will
be explained later. The last step is
manual veriﬁcation and enrichment of
ontology by experts. Each step is further
explained in subsequent sections.
(a) Mapping and Rule Deﬁnition
(i) Applying Expert Deﬁned Rules
In the ﬁrst step we transform the
ASFA to an ontology structure and
provide an OWL representation of
it. OWL is a standard format for
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Figure 1. The overall architecture of the system
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representing ontology. We keep the
structure of the ontology quite simple,
using classes, properties and XML data
types. Terms in the thesaurus would
be mapped to classes and we keep
the current relations between them
through properties like, NarrowerTerm
or UsedFor and so forth. The point is
to add no interpretation to the relations
at this stage. Mapping the thesaurus to
the OWL format lets us use Protégé for
better tracking of changes during the
next steps. This is due to appropriate
graphical user interface of protégé
which is best designed for ontology
based works. Another important point
is about concepts and terms. Although
a term is a lexical concept and concepts
may have several lexicons, a term in
the thesaurus is taken as a concept in
ontology for keeping the transformation
traceable.
(ii) Applying Expert Deﬁned Rules
The second task in this step is
acquiring rules. Using rules is based
on the work by Asanee (1). We need
experts to review ASFA and deﬁne
rules for clarifying relations between
concepts. Here we give two examples
to explain the situation better. For an
example of such rules consider the UF
and USE relations. Although not every
time but in many cases this relations in

thesauri can be directly transferred to
ontology as <Similarity> relationships.
It is important that two concepts with
USE and UF relations are not synonyms
all the times but can be considered as
similar concepts. This issue can be
formulated by the following rule.
“If X and Y are two terms and X and
Y USE/UF X then port the relation to
Y <Similar> X” (1)
Apart from previous example which
covers mass transformations (because
it matches with a great number of
source relations) other rules may be
formulated that just target a portion of
a source thesaurus. The next sample
rule shows that a deep knowledge of
current thesaurus structure and its
semantic can lead us to clear relations
in ontology.
“If X and Y are two terms and X
Labeled as “Ket/8” (Lib/8) and Y NT
X then port the
relation to Y <Part-of> X”
(2)
This rule explains that based on
expert judgment, the concepts Y which
are in NT relation with concept X with
label “Ket/8” have in fact a <Part-of>
relation with concept X.
(b) Automatic Reﬁnement and

Enrichment
One of the main differences
between a thesaurus and ontology is the
degree of explicitly in their included
relationships. As mentioned before,
ontology requires explicit and clear
relationships, where in a thesaurus do
not have such a restriction. Manually
clearing up ambiguous relations of
thesaurus needs a lot of labor. In this
context some (semi) automatic ways
for clarifying these relations is needed.
In the following sub-sections the steps
taken by the system without human
interference for clearing relations is
explained.

(iii) Applying Expert Deﬁned Rules
The previous subsystem describes
about acquiring expert deﬁned rules.
An expert introduces a pattern as a
rule to the system in previous section
but applying it would be automatically
done in the current subsystem. For an
example, the application of sample
rule (2) from the previous section is
taken. Figure 2 shows a portion of
transferred thesaurus to OWL in which
sample rule (2) matches with it. In
Figure 2, the relation between concept
_ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻤﺎ _ﻛﺘﺎﺑﺨﺎﻧﻪLibrary_building and
two other concepts, _ﺳﺎﻟﻦ_ﻣﻄﺎﻟﻌﻪ_ﻛﺘﺎﺑﺨﺎﻧﻪ
Library_Reading_Room and _ﺗﺎﻻ_ﻣﺮﺟﻊ

Figure 2. The Partial Representation of ASFA in OWL Format Showing Rule Matches with a
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Reference_Room is NT. This relation
is ported to OWL representation with no
change. However because the concept
_ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻤﺎ _ﻛﺘﺎﺑﺨﺎﻧﻪLibrary_building
is
labeled with ﻛﺖ/11 (Ket/11) and the
relationship between these concepts
is NT we can transform the NT
relationship to Part-Of as is suggested
by the rule in ﬁgure 3.
The label ( ﻛﺖ/11) Ket/11 is related
to a kind of labeling used in ASFA.
In this labeling system, every term in
ASFA is tagged with a label showing
its position in the thesaurus. Also
after porting thesaurus to ontology
representation a concept in ontology
can be identiﬁed by means of it.

Although each rule is quite clear and
there is no need to essentially use this
label for identifying concepts.
(iv) Reﬁnement and enrichment by
learning
Apart from using expert-deﬁned
rules which is proposed by previous
works in thesaurus reengineering
domain, the current suggested solution is
based on ontology learning techniques.
Ontology learning targets ﬁnding
methods to extract knowledge from
large text corpora in ontology format.
The main idea is that large amounts of
knowledge have been written over time
by experts where this knowledge is the
basic need for constructing ontology.
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Figure 3. The Reﬁned Relations are Highlighted
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same. However, in reﬁning relations,
no new concepts are added and current
relations are cleaned. Enrichment is
done in two ways, ﬁrstly by adding new
concepts and secondly by adding new
relations. At this stage of the project no
new concept is added to the ontology.
Instead, to enrich the ontology more
relations between concepts are added.
In the relation reﬁnement process
each pair of related terms in ASFA is
considered. The goal is to suggest a new
descriptive and explicit relationship
instead of current ambiguous relation.
These new relationships can be divided
into two groups. The ﬁrst group
contains taxonomic relations, which
are subclass-of and part-of relations.
The second group is called nontaxonomic relations and includes every
imaginable relation between each two
concepts such as causal, possession,
similarity and so forth.
Currently, many works have been
done in extracting taxonomic relations
from text corpus, however nontaxonomic relations are more complex
and ﬁnding them is more complicated.
Three methods for extracting taxonomic
relations is proposed and one for nontaxonomic relations. The number of
methods used is restricted because the
project is in its initial stages and the
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Therefore in analyzing the current
corpora by machines it is possible to
extract a portion of that knowledge
for ontology creation. The idea is
to use these techniques for reﬁning
the current relations ported from the
thesaurus to the ontology format. The
ontology is enriched with new relation
by using some language dependant
techniques for ﬁnding and verifying
taxonomic
and
non-taxonomic
relations. There are two notable issues
when talking about ontology learning
in the context of the current problem.
First is the probability of using present
knowledge of thesaurus for optimizing
learning methods and second is the
need for adapting language dependent
techniques of ontology learning. In fact
these techniques are mostly designed
for English language and not Persian
language. For ontology learning
applications we need a text corpus. This
corpus has to contain documents in the
domain of interest which the ontology
is made for. We use the collection of
a journal named Faslanme- Ye Ketab
(the quarterly journal of the National
Library and Archives) which is
publishing in the domain of library and
information studies in Iran.
Techniques for reﬁnement and
enrichment of ASFA relations are the
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Figure 4. The General Steps Taken in Relation Reﬁnement Process
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effects of using these methods need
to be evaluated. The selected methods
will be brieﬂy explained in next
subsection.
Before explaining the methods used
for ontology learning, an introduction
to the general process of relation
reﬁnement is provided. When reﬁning
relations it is already known which
concepts exists in the process and which
ones in ASFA are related together.
So the ﬁrst step in ontology learning
is taken that is, ﬁnding the concepts
speciﬁc to a desired domain. The
remaining work focuses on adjusting
a new label for current relations in
thesaurus to make them acceptable in
the ontology. Therefore, the remaining
process of ontology learning involves
ﬁnding explicit relations between these
already known related concepts.

General steps taken for reﬁning
begin with picking a pair of related
concept from the ASFA thesaurus as
shown in Figure 4. This is followed
by ﬁnding a relation label between this
pair by applying each selected ontology
learning method over the corpus. Each
method will suggest a different label for
a new relation between these concepts
and also a conﬁdence value between 0
and 1. For each method, the way for
measuring conﬁdence value differs
from others. A preferred label among
four generated label will be chosen
based on expert judgment.
(v) Learning method for SubclassOf relations
• Using NP rules
The ﬁrst method for reﬁning
Subclass-Of relations is using the

Where the head is a noun and
modiﬁer is as shown below.
modiﬁer -> (Adverb) Adjective
The example below represents a
simple noun-phrase.
Ketab-khane (head)
(Libraries)
Then consider this relation from
current ASFA thesaurus:
Ketab-khane BT Ketab-khane-e melli

(Libraries BT National Libraries )
The highlighted sections, show
matching the surface form of the
head words in two nounphrases in BT
relation. Then we can conclude:
Ketab-khane-e melli <subclass-of>
Ketab-khane
Although the output in this sample
is a correct relationship but it is not
always the case. Nounphrases are
very ambiguous in Persian language
and sometimes the above mechanism
does not work correctly. More ever
there are several kinds of noun-phrases
in Persian which the mechanism
should be adopted for each case. A
study by Velardi (2006) uses Wordnet
to increase the corrections of such
relations. However, there is no upper
level ontology like Wordnet in Persian
and as such suggestions for <subclassof> relations and human judge will
verify those relations at a later stage
(17).
• Using Patterns
The other method used for reﬁning
<subclass-of> relations is based on
works done by Hearst (1992; 1998).
The main idea is to use patterns
which indicate <subclass-of> relation
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structure of noun phrases. Using
this structure rules are created for
identifying <Subclass-of> relations.
A sample of these rules which is
based on noun phrase analysis and is
used to analyze the surface form of a
compound terms’ head word is given.
This rule states that if the head word of
a term has the same surface form as its
broader term, the system can guess there
is a “subclass-of” relationship between
them. Although this is not always true,
but can give a good suggestion. For
an example consider the following
Persian language grammar for simple
NP (Megerdoomian, n.d).
NP -> head modiﬁer
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Figure 5. The Process of Reﬁning Subclass-Of Relations
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between concepts. For example in
English if you say "there are many
libraries such as public libraries" ,
the pattern " X such as Y ", indicates
a Subclass-Of relationship between
library and public library (9;10). The
main process in this method consists of
three steps as is shown in Figure 5.
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• Finding patterns
The ﬁrst step is ﬁnding the patterns
which imply <subclass-of> relation.
These patterns are not found for
Persian language. This can be done by
selecting two concept which is known
have such a relation between them
and then ﬁnding all the occurrences of
them together in the corpus. This gives
sentences which contain the <subclassof> pattern in each language. The next
step is extracting these patterns and
formulating them. Table 2 shows two
sample patterns.

The column Precision in Table 2
shows the precision of the pattern. The
precision value of the pattern is based
on the portion of correctly matched
instance in the training corpus to all
extracted relations as indicated by the
following formula.
This value will be used in assigning
a conﬁdence value to each founded
relation.
• Applying Patterns
After ﬁnding the patterns, it is
possible to search the corpus for the
selected pair of concept and ﬁnd all
occurrences of these concepts which
match with at least one of those patterns.
The count of these co-matchings is kept
as well as the count of distinct patterns
which create a match.
• Assigning Conﬁdence Value
The solution used for assigning the
conﬁdence value is based on the work
by Vazifedoost (16). For measuring

Table 2. The Sample of Patterns and Relations Inferred Through Them

Number of correctly found Relations
Number of all found Relations

conﬁdence value, two parameters is
introduced. The ﬁrst parameter is called
EvidencePrecision(EP). It stands for a
sum over precisions of patterns which
indicate a relation. For example if a
relation is indicated by two patterns
with precisions 0.8 and 0.9 then EP has
a value of 1.7 . The formula could be
expressed as below:
EP(GC, Ci) 

 presition

p

PPatternSet

Where precision p is the precision
of the pattern which indicates a
relation.
The second parameter is Evidence
Count (EC). EC is similar to freq
(GC,Ci) in previous approach but with

a difference. EC involves the precision
of the patterns as indicated by the
formula below:
EC (GC , Ci ) 

 precision

p

 Count p (GC , Ci )

pPattenrSet

Where precisionp
is as before
and Countp (GC,Ci) is the count of
matches between GC and Ci through
pattern p. For example, consider that
the relation Mikroform <SubclassOf> Riznegasht is indicated 2 times by
a pattern with a precision value of 1 and
1 times with a pattern with the precision
value of 0.3. Therefore EC(Mikroform
, Riznegasht) is equal to 2.3. Then it is
assumed that the conﬁdence value of a
relation has a direct relation with these
twoparameters, that is,
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Conf (GC , Ci )  EP (GC , Ci ), EC (GC , Ci )

Finally, the following formula is
used to express that direct relation:
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log( 2 EP  2 EC )
Max(Conf )

The factors α and β are two corpus
speciﬁc parameters.
(vi) Learning Method for Part-Of
Relations
Using patterns for extracting
relations is not restricted to “SubclassOf” relationship. Therefore, the
approach of Charniak, Girju and
Cimiano in using patterns for ﬁnding
attribute-of relations is applied (5;7;8).
The steps of works in reﬁning “Partof” relations are essentially the same
as what was used for “Subclass-Of
“ relations, that is, ﬁnding patterns,
applying patterns and assigning
conﬁdence value.
(vii) Learning Method for General
Non-Taxonomic Relations
The last technique is used for
labeling
general
non-taxonomic
relations. These relations do not give
a hierarchical structure to ontology
in contrast with what taxonomic
relations like <subclass-of> do.
A concept when relates to other
concept by using a verb, creates a

non-taxonomic relation. Usually this
verb can be any verb which conveys a
correct and clear relationship between
concepts. We can imagine this verb as
a label over the relationship of related
concepts. An example of these relations
is shown in ﬁgure 6 :
The case B, shows a relationship of
the ASFA thesaurus and in the case A
the same concepts are shown when they
are adjusted for ontology. In the case of
ontology, the relationship is quite clear
and meaningful in spite of general
relationships as shown in the case B.
Therefore, the question in this section
is ﬁnding the verbs which convey the
correct relations between two already
related concepts in the thesaurus.
The basic idea here as stated by
Kavalec is to select verbs (or simple
verb phrases) frequently occurring in
the context of each two related concepts
in the text corpus. The concept-verbconcept triples are then ordered by a
numerical measure and the top ones
are the candidates for relation labels
of the given pair of concepts. Before
describing the numerical measurement,
a clear meaning of co-occurrency of
two concepts and a verb need to be
explained. Two concepts c1 and c2
and the verb v are co-occurred if c1
and c2 both occur within n words from

Figure 6. General Non-Taxonomic Relation

an occurrence of v. This destination is
called the neighborhood of the verb.
The ﬁrst step is ﬁnding all co-occurred
verbs with a typical pair concept and
keeping its frequency for being used in
the next step, which is deciding for the
best label. For this mission we use the
formula proposed by Kavalek (11):
Label Likehood (c1

(c) Manual Veriﬁcation
By applying each of previous
methods, multiple relation labels
suggested by the learning methods
for each pair of concepts is obtained.
Finally, these results were merged
and the best labels are kept. The
merging will be done by an expert. An
c 2 v) 

P (c 1 c 2 v )
P(c1 v) P(c 2 v)

In this formula is the conditional frequency and described as following:
c 2 v) 

Number of times c1 , c 2 co occured in the neighborhood of vreb v
Number of times the verb v has occured

The preference of verb v as a
relation label for concepts c1 and c2
Bhas reasonably a direct relation
with P (c1 c 2 v ) . But that has
an inverse relation with statements
P (c1 v ) P (c2 v ) which indicate the
like hood of independent occurrence of
c1 with v and also c2 with v. In fact just
the cases in which both of concepts cooccur with the verb are important not
their individual co-occurrence with
the verb and formula correctly reﬂects
this.

important point is that the expert has to
consider the history of transformations
when making his decision. This
history can help us reﬁne the rules of
transformation. For example, if most of
USE relations in thesaurus are directly
ported to Similarity relations, it can be
formulated as a rule in the system for
automatically processing remaining
USE relations. Therefore, it is a good
idea to keep such information and give
them to experts.
Considering this matter, the
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transformability value of relation X
in the source thesaurus and relation
Y in the destination ontology as the
likelihood of transferring relation X of
thesaurus to relation Y in the ontology
is deﬁned. For estimation of this value,
consideration of a portion the source
thesaurus is deﬁned as the training
set. Consequently, new relations are
manually assigned instead of current
ones. Finally, for each relation X in
thesaurus the probability of transferring
to relation Y in ontology is as follows:
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Count (X
Count ( X

Y)
All )

Where X is a relationship in the
source thesaurus and Y is a relationship
in the inferred ontology. Then is count
Count (X
Y ) of relations X which
are transferred to relation Y and is
count Count ( X All ) of transferred X
relations to any relation in the training
set. For example if the relation NT/BT
is transferred in 90 percent of cases
to relation <subclass-of> in ontology
then Transferability (X,Y) is equal to
90%.
For each pair of concept in thesaurus,
all discovered relations with their
statistical conﬁdence value, is provided.
This information is contained in OWL
presentation of the ontology. The expert

can browse the ontology with protégé
and choose the best of these relations.
This selection can be based on the
conﬁdence value of the automatically
extracted label, transformability value
of source relation in the thesaurus and
expert knowledge. Expert can also
remove all of discovered relation and
instead use a more meaningful relation
if it is possible. Using protégé allows
the applications of these modiﬁcations
directly to OWL ﬁle of the ontology.
4. Related works and conclusion
The idea of using thesauri as the
base platform for ontology construction
was investigated in several works.
But the most effective ones is the
work done by (Asanee, 2005) and his
more automated version. These works
describe the shortcomings of thesaurus
as a knowledge representation for
semantic information retrieval and also
explain the project of transforming the
AGROVOC thesaurus to an ontology
(1). The important tip in this papers
is applying some (semi) automated
approaches for cleaning relationships
of thesaurus.
Other works pay less attention to
automated migration. The work of Bedi
describes a manual transformation of
a soil thesaurus to OWL format (4).
A paper by Qin and Paling explains
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